NIT Srinagar to host International Conference on Nanotechnology

We are pleased to inform that a joint initiative has been taken by IIT Kanpur (www.iitk.ac.in) and NIT Srinagar (www.nitsri.net) to organise an International Conference on "Nanotechnology for Better Living" NBL -2016 from 25-29 May, 2016 with a aim is to gather well known National & International scientists to share new knowledge and present breakthrough in an emerging area of Nanosciences. ICNBL-2016 is a sequel to our 3rd international conference, which is a landmark event considering the number of participants and the representation of countries– we have 400 delegates from across the globe and more than 500 abstracts! The invited speakers include distinguished scientists, institute directors, science advisers and eminent researchers from various countries. The conference events will encompass plenary lectures, key note talks, oral/poster sessions, all demonstrating novel, effectual and cost effective research outcome. This conference aims to communicate and distribute knowledge of fundamental and applied research in the field of engineering, science and nanotechnology. Empowering innovation in engineering, science and nanotechnology, NBL-2016 also provides the premier interdisciplinary forum for participants to present and discuss the most recent innovations and practical challenges in this field. Conference tutorials have been arranged for the candidates registered for NBL-2016 and for students of engineering with an aim to train novice on, Synthesis, properties & characterization of Nanomaterials.

The venue, Sheri-Kashmir University of Agricultural Sciences SKUAST-K, Shalimar Srinagar has been chosen keeping in view its legendary beauty, prime location, picturesque ambience and calm climate. It is a very popular global tourist destination, known for its gardens, backwaters and hills. The delegates will certainly treasure the visit and relish its reminiscence. It will be indeed our honour to render the hospitality to all the resource persons and delegates for which this valley is renowned for. NBL-2016 guarantees to be a great occasion to share global knowledge and will be a congregation of Academia, Research and Industry featuring inspiring talks, high-quality Research Papers and a platform to showcase innovative & ground breaking nano-applications.

The Event will feature:
- Product & Technology Exhibition
- Conference Tutorials
- Research Industry Collaboration Hub (RICH)
- Keynote Talks / Distinguished Lecture
- Nano for the Young People
- Poster Session - Walkway of Discovery

Prof. Kamak K Kar, Prof. M A Shah & Prof. M F Wani
http://home.iitk.ac.in/~kamalkk/indexx.htm
please visit www.icnbl.net also. Handset: 09419018195